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Abstract

Conventional techniques for protein function prediction using similarities of amino

acid sequences enable us to only classify the protein functions into function groups. They

usually fail to predict speci�c protein functions. To overcome the limitation, in this paper,

we propose a method for protein function prediction using functional feature analysis and

a multistrategy learning approach to building the knowledge-base. By \functional feature",

we mean a feature of an amino acid sequence characterizing the function of a protein with

the amino acid sequence. They are secondary and/or tertiary structures of amino acid

sequences that corresponds to functional elements comprising the functions of a protein.

The functional features are extracted from amino acid sequences using Abductive inference,

Inductive inference, and Deductive inference. In this paper, we show the e�ectiveness of

the method by an example problem to classify functions of bacteriorhodopsin-like proteins.
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1 Introduction

Amajor issue in genome informatics is to predict functions of proteins coded in DNA fragments.

Conventional computational methods for protein function prediction are based on an empirical

principle: \proteins with similar functions should have similar amino acid sequences". They use

the concepts of homology or motif as the similarity measures of amino acid sequences [11] [10].

These methods, however, are only able to classify protein functions into function groups. They

usually fail to predict speci�c protein functions. Furthermore, only few motives corresponding

to speci�c functions have been discovered so far. Therefore, we need a new method for protein

function prediction.

An alternative approach to protein function prediction is to apply machine learning tech-

niques to �nd unknown features and rules to classify protein functions [2]. However, usual

inductive inference methods using statistical measures to select features require so many train-

ing examples that they are hard to apply because there are a very few examples applicable.

From the reason, we explore new machine learning techniques to �nd classi�cation features and

rules using knowledge intensive multistrategy learning approaches.

Multistrategy learning is a machine learning technique that integrates multiple inference

methods, which generally include Abductive inference, Inductive inference, and Deductive in-

ference [7]. In the proposed method, we apply the algorithm of analogical reasoning, Analogy

by Abstraction (ABA) [4] [6], to Abductive inference to �nd features characterizing protein

functions. In Abductive inference to �nd new classi�cation features, the method generates

hypotheses for a functional model of a target protein by transforming a functional model of a

base protein similar to the target protein. Then the method generates classi�cation rules to

discriminate the target protein functions from the other proteins using Inductive inference.

2 Protein Function Prediction System

Figure 1: An overview of the protein function prediction system

The protein function prediction system outputs a function class of a protein from its amino

acid sequence of the protein (Figure 1). The system comprises two processes: similar amino acid



sequence retrieval and functional feature analysis. The similar amino acid sequence retrieval

�nds proteins having amino acid sequences similar to the inputted amino acid sequence from

the amino acid sequences database. If the function classes of retrieved proteins fall into one

function class, the system outputs the function class. Otherwise, the system executes the next

functional feature analysis to decide which class the target protein belongs to.

For a given amino acid sequence of unknown protein functions, we can �nd candidates of the

protein functions by retrieving amino acid sequences similar to the target amino acid sequence.

The protein function of retrieved amino acid sequences generally falls into a function group of

the protein. Even if the retrieved amino acid sequences have a same protein function, it is not

sure that the target amino acid sequence has the same function. To overcome the limitation

of the similar amino acid sequence retrieval, the functional feature analysis re�nes candidate

protein functions to a speci�c protein function. The process �nds classi�cation features, gen-

erates classi�cation rules, and apply the rules to determine a speci�c protein function using

the function prediction knowledge-base. In the process, the system learns new knowledge and

extends its knowledge-base.

3 Functional Feature Analysis

The functional feature analysis is to analyze features of an amino acid sequence that cor-

responds to functional elements which constitute the functions of a protein (Figure 2). A

functional feature is de�ned as a feature of an amino acid sequence that characterizes the func-

tion of a protein. Typical examples of functional features are secondary structures of proteins

(e.g., alpha-helices) and speci�c amino acid residues corresponding to certain physico-chemical

interactions of proteins [5] [9]. In the functional feature analysis we assume 1) that the whole

function of a protein is decomposed into functional elements, and 2) that the functional ele-

ments are characterized by the functional features of its amino acid sequence. Therefore, we

consider the problem of protein function prediction as the recognition of functional features

corresponding to the functional elements.

Figure 2: A scheme of functional feature analysis

In Figure 2, a functional model is a description of a relationship between a protein function

and constituting functional elements. If a whole function of a protein is characterized with



its constituent functional elements, the problem of recognizing a protein function is reduced

to a problem of recognizing a set of functional elements. Functional models have hierarchical

structures when the functional elements are comprised from functional elements of the lower

levels. In functional feature analysis, we use relationships between a protein function and its

amino acid sequence by decomposing the protein function into functional elements such that

these elements can be corresponded to some features of the amino acid sequence. In our model,

a functional element can be corresponded to multiple functional features.

4 Multistrategy Learning Architecture

A unique feature of our method is its multistrategy learning architecture consisting of Abductive

inference, Inductive inference, and Deductive inference shown in Figure 3. Outputs of each

inference are respectively used in the next step of the inference. Abductive inference generates

hypotheses for a functional model of a target protein using an initial functional model of a

base protein. The initial functional model explains functions of the base protein using the

functional features of its amino acid sequence. Inductive inference makes classi�cation rules to

discriminate the function of the target protein from functions of the similar proteins. Inputs of

Inductive inference are the generated functional model of the target protein and a set of similar

amino acid sequences with known functions. Deductive inference predicts a function class of

the target protein from the amino acid sequence of the target protein using the generated

classi�cation rules. When the �nal Deductive inference outputs incorrect function classes, it

requires to select another candidate hypotheses generated in the former inference processes.

Figure 3: Multistrategy learning architecture



5 Knowledge Representation and Inference Algorithms

The knowledge-base for protein function prediction consists of the following knowledge sources

(Figure 4):

(1) functional models - relationships between protein functions and the constituent

functional elements using functional parameters

(2) feature rules - relationships between functional elements and its functional features using

feature parameters

(3) properties of functional parameters - relationships among functional parameters

described in concept hierarchies

(4) properties of feature parameters - relationships among feature parameters

described in concept hierarchies.

These knowledge sources are inter-relatedly used in Abductive inference, Inductive inference,

and Deductive inference.

Figure 4: Knowledge structure of the function prediction knowledge-base

ABA (Analogy by Abstraction) [3] generates hypotheses for a functional model of a target

protein by transforming a given initial functional model of a base protein. Since the algorithm

ABA used in Abductive inference of the learning system is based on Horn clause, the learning

system and the knowledge-base are described in Prolog. The algorithm ABA for hypothesis

generation is as follows:

Step 1. De�ne a target literal

Describe a target literal as a goal clause to explain using the knowledge-base and hypotheses.

Step 2. Retrieve a base fact similar to the target literal

Find a fact clause whose literal is similar to the target literal. The similarity between laterals is

de�ned as follows. Two literals L1 and L2 are said to be similar when the following conditions are

satis�ed: 1) predicates are the same, 2) arities of the predicates are equal, 3) all corresponding

terms in the literals have each common superior concepts. A common superior concept of two

terms, t1 and t2, is a common ancestor term s, which is de�ned as facts, s(t1) and s(t2), in



the knowledge-base. For two similar literals, an analogy is the correspondence of their terms,

f<t11, t21 >, <t12, t22>, ...g, where t11, t12, ... are terms in L1 and t21, t22, ... are

terms in L2.

Step 3. Search for base rules to explain the base fact

Search for rule clauses which are able to prove a literal representing the base fact, and to explain

the base fact using the rules found. The explanation of the base fact is a proof tree for the base

literal using the given knowledge-base.

Step 4. Transform the base rules

First, transform the explanation of the base fact using the analogy obtained in Step 2. To do so,

replace each term in the base explanation with the corresponding term in the analogy. Second,

variablize all terms in the transformed explanation except for replaced terms, and instantiate

the variablized explanation in order to get a detailed analogy between the target and the base.

Finally, transform the base rules using the detailed analogy to get target rules.

Step 5. Verify the target rules

Add the target rules to the knowledge-base and prove the target literal as a goal. If the goal is

proved, then determine the target rules as a hypothesis. If not, retract the target rules from the

knowledge-base, then backtrack to Step 4 in order to �nd another transformation, backtrack

to Step 3 to select another base rules, and backtrack to Step 2 to select another base fact until

the target rules are able to prove the target literal.

The algorithm of Inductive inference to re�ne classi�cation rules is based on the following

incremental re�nement method:

Step 1. Select a certain class to re�ne classi�cation rules.

Step 2. Select facts which contains positive examples and negative examples for the class

as a training data set.

Step 3. If all the positive examples and the negative examples can be classi�ed correctly,

then stop. Otherwise, goto Step 4.

Step 4. Find the most speci�c generalization of the classi�cation rules so that all the positive

example can be classi�ed correctly.

Step 5. Find the most general specialization of the classi�cation rules so that all the negative

examples can be classi�ed correctly. If such a description cannot be found, then backtrack to

Step 4.

Step 6. Let the generated rules be classi�cation rules for the given class.

Applying the above procedure of Inductive inference for all classes to learn, we obtain a set of

classi�cation rules. The Steps 4 and 5 use the same specialization and generalization procedures

using the concept hierarchies of constant terms as in ABA. The concept hierarchies must be

given before or during the learning.

We use the resolution mechanism built in Prolog as the algorithm for Deductive inference.

Now, we explain the learning procedure for building a knowledge-base in Figure 3.

(1) Initialization: describing initial functional models

First we describe known functional models of proteins in the knowledge-base. The functional

model for a protein consists of functional elements and corresponding functional features of its

amino acid sequence.

(2) Abductive inference: generate a target functional model

The learning system generates a hypothesis for a functional model of a target protein from the



initial functional models. The hypothesis is generated by transforming base rules representing

the functional model of the base protein using analogy.

(3) Inductive inference: generate classi�cation rules

The system generates classi�cation rules using the obtained hypothesis for the target functional

model so as to correctly classify all positive and negative examples.

(4) Deductive inference: test the classi�cation rules

Using the obtained classi�cation rules, the system tests to classify proteins in amino acid

sequences database with Deductive inference.

6 An Example

We have implemented a Prolog program based on the proposed method using algorithms de-

scribed in Section 5 except for Inductive inference. In order to show the e�ectiveness of the

method, we have applied the program to function prediction of proteins having amino acid

sequences similar to bacteriorhodopsin (abbreviated as bR). bR is one of a few proteins whose

structures and functions are well studied [1]. bR is a trans-membrane protein and has a func-

tion of a proton pump. It is known that the structure of bR has a hydrophilic center structure

comprising seven alpha-helices and retinal as working material in it. Figure 5 shows its abstract

functional model. One of the other proteins with sequences similar to bR is halorhodopsin (ab-

breviated as hR). hR transports chloride ion (Cl�) instead of proton (H+) in bR as an ion

pump. In the following, we will explain the learning process of building a knowledge-base for

the protein function prediction. A functional model of hR is generated by analogical reasoning

from the functional model of bR and function classi�cation rules to discriminate bR and hR

using these functional models.

Emission of proton

Re-Absoption of proton

Internal Movement
of proton

Photon

Figure 5: A functional model of bR

(1) Initialization: describe the initial functional model of bR

First we describe the initial functional model of bR as a proton pump, which is inferred from



its known structure (Figure 5) [1]. In the model, the function of proton pump is decomposed

into three functional elements; two ion acceptors and a retinal binding. These ion acceptors are

corresponded to a functional feature that two amino acid residues D with negative charge exist

in helix(3). The retinal binding is corresponded to a functional feature that an amino acid

residue K for retinal binding exists in helix(7). The helices from helix(1) to helix(7) are

recognized by secondary structure prediction [8]. A part of Prolog description for the functional

model of bR is shown below.

function(X, pump(proton)) :-

ion acceptor(X, proton, helix(3), Position1),

ion acceptor(X, proton, helix(3), Position2),

Position1<Position2,retinal binding(X, helix(7)).

ion acceptor(X, Ion, helix(I), Position) :-

trans mem sequences(X, SQ),member(NSQ, SQ, I),

charge(Ion, C),opposite(C, AC),charge(Res, AC),

string member(Res, NSQ, P),in membrane(P),length(NSQ, L),

(member(I, [1,3,5,7]) -> Position=P ; Position is L-P+1).

in membrane(Pos) :- Pos>3,Pos<20.

retinal binding(X, helix(I)) :-

trans mem sequences(X, SQ),member(NSQ, SQ, I),

string member(`K`, NSQ, P),in membrane(P).

(2) Abductive inference: generate a functional model of hR

The function of hR is a pump(chloride), while the function of bR is a pump(proton). Since the

amino acid sequence of hR is similar to that of bR, the structure of hR is inferred to be similar

to bR [1]. The di�erence in the functions of hR and bR is caused by di�erent transporting ions.

If we assume that they have the same mechanism except for the di�erence of transporting ions,

then we can infer the functional model of hR from that of bR using analogical reasoning. To

execute the algorithm ABA, it only requires to describe the concept hierarchies for the corre-

spondence of terms in the base and target of analogical reasoning. In this example, we de�ne

superior concepts; protein for bR and hR, and ion for proton and chloride. To obtain a valid

functional model for hR, helix(3) of bR should be replaced with helix(6) using concept

hierarchies for the terms 3 and 6. We also de�ne a superior concept helix for them. ABA

program generates the following result for a hypothesis for the functional model of hR:

Goal = function(hR, pump(chloride))

Analogue = function(bR, pump(proton))

Base rule = function(X, pump(proton)) :-

ion acceptor(X, proton, helix(3),Position1),

ion acceptor(X, proton, helix(3), Position2),

Position1<Position2,retinal binding(X, helix(7)).

Target rule = function(X, pump(chloride)) :-



ion acceptor(X, chloride, helix(3), Position1),

ion acceptor(X, chloride, helix(6), Position2),

Position1<Position2,retinal binding(X, helix(7)).

In the above execution of ABA program, the following concept hierarchies are used to cor-

respond constant terms in the target literal and the base literal.

protein(bR). protein(hR). ion(proton). ion(chloride).

helix(1). helix(2). helix(3). helix(4). helix(5). helix(6). helix(7).

(3) Inductive inference: generate classi�cation rules

Next, the hypothesis generated for the functional model of hR is re�ned so that the functions

of proteins having similar amino acid sequences can be correctly classi�ed. The re�nement is

executed by the specialization and generalization of constant terms using the same concept

hierarchies as in ABA. In the example here, Inductive inference is simulated by hand.

(4) Deductive inference: apply classi�cation rules

By applying the obtained classi�cation rules, we have succeeded to classify protein functions of

hR as a chloride pump. Table 1 summarizes the functional features for the bacteriorhodopsin-

like proteins, bR and hR.

Table 1: Functional features of bacteriorhodopsin-like proteins

protein protein function functional features

bR proton pump having two residues with

negative charge in helix-3

hR chloride pump having one residue with

positive charge in helix-3

and having one residue with

positive charge in helix-6

7 Discussion

(1) The proposed method is e�ective for generating classi�cation rules from a very few number

of training examples. Instead of applying the proposed method using analogical reasoning to

generate hypotheses of classi�cation rules, it is di�cult to generate the same classi�cation rules

by the direct applications of Inductive inference to amino acid sequences. Because the proposed

method generates functional models for protein functions in top down manner, so obtained rules

have abstract structures easy to understand for domain experts.

(2) The use of Analogical reasoning prunes meaningless generations of hypotheses in Abductive

inference. Therefore, the proposed method improves the e�ciency of learning. ABA generates

a valid hypothesis for a target literal simply by variablizing constant terms in the explanation

of the target literal and by instantiating the explanation without searching for generalizations

and specializations of the terms.

(3) We have suggested that a knowledge-base building tool for the same kind of problems can



be constructed from the fundamental inferences in the proposed method. Since the proposed

method consists of the fundamental inference methods, we can implement the proposed method

with any combinations of previously developed algorithms.

(4) The algorithm ABA is closely related to EBG (Explanation based Generalization) and also

to PDA (Purpose Directed Analogy). However, a major distinction of ABA from these methods

is the utilization of concept hierarchies for constant terms as similarities between the base and

the target of analogy.

8 Conclusion

The paper has described the method of multistrategy learning approach to build a knowledge-

base for protein function prediction using functional feature analysis and an application of

the method. In functional feature analysis, it is important to recognize functional features of

amino acid sequences to characterize the functions of proteins. We have also implemented an

multistrategy learning method to �nd functional features by analogical reasoning about the

functional models. An example in which we build a knowledge-base to classify functions of

proteins similar to bR shows the e�ectiveness of the proposed method. We have a plan to

implement the algorithm of Inductive inference, and to improve the method to extend the

knowledge-base for predicting protein functions of the other classes of proteins.
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